**SUNDAY [SPIRITUAL LIFE]**
Consistent times of prayer and learning from Scripture
Meaningful worship and fellowship
Fruit of the Spirit
Victory over Satan

**MONDAY [MINISTRY]**
A work of the Holy Spirit in the hearts of non-believers
New evangelistic contacts and boldness to share Jesus
Wisdom in the use of time, resources, and energy
Commitment to the purpose of their ministry

**TUESDAY [FAMILY]**
Flourishing in marriage or in singlehood
Needs of the children
Healthy relationships with family back home
Relationships that testify to life in Christ

**WEDNESDAY [TEAMWORK]**
A spirit of cooperation on the team
Eagerness to submit to and learn from each other
Genuine interpersonal relationships
Willingness and wisdom to confront in a loving way

**THURSDAY [PLACE OF SERVICE]**
The country’s politicians and economy
Growth of the national church
Visas and continued residency for missionaries
Safety for Christian workers

**FRIDAY [ABILITY TO COMMUNICATE]**
Friends to help with language and culture
Continued growth in lifelong language learning
Courage to engage in spiritual conversations
Cultural sensitivity to host culture and co-workers

**SATURDAY [PHYSICAL NEEDS]**
Physical and emotional health, safety, and medical care
Contentment in all things
Housing, schooling, transportation

**SUNDAY [SPIRITUAL LIFE]**
Commitment to serve Christ daily
An integrated biblical worldview

**MONDAY [MATERIAL MATTERS]**
Scriptural view of wealth and poverty
Contentment and gratefulness for God’s provision
Eternal rather than temporal thinking
Daily trust in the Lord’s ability to provide all they need

**TUESDAY [TRANSITIONS]**
Fun and lasting friendships despite changes
Trust in and reliance on God during transition
Flexibility and social skills
Adequate and appropriate educational opportunities

**WEDNESDAY [WITNESS]**
Grace to handle being observed
Discernment and strength when facing temptation
Love for the people in host and home culture
Sincere faith reflected in upright behavior

**THURSDAY [DESIRE]**
Recognition of their own need for spiritual growth
Thirst for a deeper relationship with Christ
Hunger for truth found in Scripture
Pursuit of holiness

**FRIDAY [FAMILY]**
Honest and joyful relationships with parents
Appreciation for their parents’ ministry
Other adults to encourage and guide them
Connection with extended family despite distance

**SATURDAY [SAFETY]**
Trust in God’s protection and sovereignty
Protection, health and safety
Courage in cross-cultural living
Healthy awareness of potential dangers
PRAY FOR YOUR MISSIONARY
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Friends to help with language and culture
Continued growth in lifelong language learning
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Contentment in all things
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**MONDAY [MATERIAL MATTERS]**
Scriptural view of wealth and poverty
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Eternal rather than temporal thinking
Daily trust in the Lord’s ability to provide all they need
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Courage in cross-cultural living
Healthy awareness of potential dangers

PRAY FOR YOUR MISSIONARY’S CHILDREN

**SUNDAY [SPIRITUAL LIFE]**
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